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About
Parvati Magazine is an online monthly
magazine dedicated to awakened
living. The name of the magazine is
not about an individual person but a
celebration of the goddess Parvati
in Her incarnation as the awakened
Earth.

give clear and useful information
that empowers the reader.
Columns with editorial openings include
Yoga, Meditation, Wellness, Books,
Film, Music and Business.
For further information about
editorial guidelines:
submit@parvatimagazine.com

Parvati Magazine is managed and
written by volunteers who give their
time and talent to help build a regular source of information and inspiration for all who seek to live an
awakened life, whether through
personal development, spiritual
practice, engaged activism or simply some fresh perspectives on arts
and current affairs.

Parvati Magazine is pleased to run
advertisements for our contributors.
Other potential advertisers should
contact ads@parvatimagazine.com
for ad specification and pricing.
Advertisement revenue at this time
supports the ongoing work and quality
of the magazine through stock photos,
platform upgrades, hosting costs, etc.

Submissions of 350-650 words may
be considered for inclusion in Parvati
Magazine if they are in keeping with
the theme for a given month. Your
article should be well-written and

A percentage of all proceeds is
donated to the global charity
Embracing The World.
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Welcome

Editors

Welcome to the September 2014 edition of PARVATI
MAGAZINE.
The word “fierceness” may conjure images of aggression, even violence. But from a spiritual perspective,
fierceness can sit alongside us during our meditation
practice, as we find fierce, single-pointed focus even
when our mind creatively attempts to pull us from this
moment. Being fierce along the path means finding
profound courage and compassion to overcome
habitual patterns and situations that eclipse our true
magnificence. Fierceness inspires us to face rather
than run from life’s challenges.
Fierceness is not about attacking or closing our hearts
to this moment. Rather, it is a luminous sword that is
non-attached and vividly discerning. It rises through
our spine when we are rooted, vital and expansive
and adamantly insisting that our true nature rests exclusively in I AM. Its open-heartedness simultaneously
cuts through any trickiness that would move us away
from what we know is in our highest good, and the
highest good of all.

Parvati Devi
Editor-in-Chief

Pranada Devi
Managing Editor

May this month’s articles inspire you to find fierce presence in your life.
Parvati
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Parvati Magazine is your monthly source
for awakened living. The name of the magazine
is not about an individual person but a celebration
of the goddess Parvati in Her incarnation as the
awakened Earth.

Ella Isakov
Yoga Editor
Contact
Submissions:
submit@parvati
magazine.com
Advertising:
ads@parvati
magazine.com
Inquiries:
info@parvati
magazine.com
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POSITIVE POSSIBILITIES

FROM DARK DRAMA
To Fierce Discernment

B
“When faced
with tricky, dark
energies,
Kali is never
sucked in. “

ill can be a bit of a drama queen. He is sensitive
and can easily lose his sense of self with others,
should someone say something that may trigger
him into feeling that he is a bad person. It could be
the simplest thing. But for him, it becomes big. He
then allows himself to get taken over by the idea
of being a bad person, to the point that his drama
queen will act out to draw attention to himself, so
he can feel temporarily better. But like any painful cycle, drama can become exhausting. So Bill
has been courageously doing therapy to look into
these self-destructive patterns.
Interestingly, Bill is an active devotee of the Hindu
warrior goddess Kali. When faced with tricky, dark
energies, Kali is never sucked in. Without a moment’s hesitation, She fiercely pulls out her sword,
fully present for whatever is before Her. With razor-
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sharp discernment that
cuts through even the
subtle complexities of Time
and Karma, She severs any
demonic ties and protects
the evolution of light.
Bill could choose to feel a
victim to life and use his
drama queen tendencies to act out his pain. Or
he could choose to see
his tendencies as grace
that supports his healing.
Through his painful behaviour, he has a powerful opportunity. When he
consciously chooses to
access the fierce courage he sees in Kali and
turn it to see the fullness of
his own negative tendencies, he learns to discern
and cut through the fog of
trickiness with clear sight.
Then, some kind of alchemy takes place. Using the
same energy that usually
ends in a blow-up, he instead turns that power to
face the interference patterns that usually pull him
into feeling less than he is.
With that power, he can
say an unequivocal “no”
to destructive tendencies
and an absolute “yes” to
his own magnificence. No

drama required, just beautiful life-force incarnate.

you managing your shadow?

In Bill’s recovery process,
even his destructive habits
can be fertile soil in which
a new discernment muscle can grow. Because
of the painful pattern, he
knows he needs to find
another way. As he gains
insight into the thoughts
behind the outbursts, he is
beginning to understand
that if he allows himself to
be swayed by the negative ideas and energies of
others, he will fall down a
dark hole into self-despair.
In this dark drama habit,
he has an opportunity to
learn a powerful and hardto-learn lesson on the spiritual path: “neti, neti” (“not
this, not this”). By facing his
tendencies, he strengthens his personal ability to
discern which energies he
will support, and which he
will not. With mastery, like
his chosen deity Kali, he will
eventually learn to pull out
his sword of discernment
and cut off painful drama
at the pass.
Now that you have taken
a look at Bill’s life, how are

We all have gnarly bits and
negative tendencies that
seem to create pain and
havoc in our lives. What
are yours?
Find a quiet place where
you feel safe to go inside,
bring a pen and paper or
perhaps a special note
book and be as honest
with yourself as you feel
you can be in asking yourself the following questions.
Take your time. No need to
rush.
1) What are your painful
tendencies that create
havoc in your life?
2) Are you willing to embrace them without judgment and somehow consider them gifts?
3) What is your soul learning through them?
Be loving and patient
with yourself as you touch
these tender places. Know
that you are love. You are
loved. Always.

Parvati Devi is the editor-in-chief of Parvati Magazine. In addition to
being an internationally acclaimed Canadian singer, songwriter, producer
and performer, she is a yoga teacher and holistic educator. Having
studied yoga and meditation since 1987, Parvati developed her own yoga
teaching style called YEMTM Yoga as Energy Medicine. Her current shows,
“YIN: Yoga In the Nightclub” and “Natamba” bring forward a conscious
energy into the pop mainstream. Her book “Confessions of a Former Yoga
Junkie” is a road map to a revolutionary life makeover for sincere spiritual
seekers.
For more information on Parvati, please visit www.parvati.tv.
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THE VOLCANO GODDESS
In Me

Image courtesy of Dave Seidel

I

started out a lusty baby full of life, or at least that is what my mother says. I went straight
from bum shuffles to walking, from wetting my pants once as a toddler to never wetting
them again. Fierce from day one… but what about those days when I’m not?
Pushing ourselves through the postures and mindset of yoga sometimes requires us to be
fierce, to face the physical challenges or the mental blocks that seem to stop us from
achieving our goals. We need to dig deep into that fierceness.
A recent coaching session with one of my favourite yogis gave me insight that I know I
had put on a shelf, forgetting to embrace that side of me with love and not fear. As my
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coach was located in
Hawaii, she referenced
Pele and Kali. Pele
(pronounced peh-leh)
the goddess of fire,
lightning, wind, dance
and volcanoes is a
well-known character
in Hawaiian history as
a passionate, volatile,
and capricious, just as
Kali is in history.
Kali, described as “SheWho-Shapes-The-Sacred-Land” in ancient
Hawaiian chants, the
volcano goddess. What
my yogi suggested to me
was to embrace my Kali/
Pele side – to get back to
being fierce, full of power
and life, to let it wrap me
with warmth and security
as I make decisions to affect my life, my business,
my relationships including
the one I was having with
my mat and my meditation practice.
I’ve been mired with conflict around my business,
my family, and feeling
pulled away or disconnected from my practice.
My normal fierceness and
energy presence has

surrounding you – just
remember “Not my circus, not my monkeys.”

“Pele [is]
the goddess
of fire, lightning,
wind, dance
and volcanoes.”

been waning and it challenges me to be present
for my business or to stay
motivated amongst the
hurdles that keep appearing at a rapid pace
right now. Sound familiar?
My logical brain knows
this is common amongst
entrepreneurs but I also
know that we can take
charge of these and not
let the craziness of the
times take control – we
ultimately have a choice.

I need to remain the
tamed lion to accomplish my daily tasks but
to be reminded to free
the wild lion, to roam
where I need to –
whether to the beach,
the mountains or my
mat - and to embrace
the fierceness that
brought me into this
world and will take
me to the next. To roar
when I need the release
and to focus on what is
there in my reflection and
to embrace my fierce inner strength.
I’m learning to bring
back the fierceness of my
inner Lion, the Leo that I
am, who is not content to
play a docile house cat,
but will take solace in the
time spent on the mat in
Savasana.

I recently saw this quote
based on a Polish Proverb, when you are feeling
drawn into all that craziness and drama of others
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MEDITATION

FIERCENESS, ANGER
And Authenticity

W

e live in a culture of anger, so how to address fierceness? It is an aspect of the human
character played out daily on the television news and through the ‘twitterverse’ in
ways that are often harmful and destructive. Western society has reacted to this rage with
laws and philosophic or religious constraints that all tell the same message: ‘anger is bad’.
Yet we are fascinated by it and impelled to observe its action in the books that we read
and the movies and TV that we watch.
In Olympic sport, we praise its positive use, celebrating the determination that fierceness
brings to a skier rocketing down a mountainside or the strength of a Paralympic athlete
who overcomes incredible odds to excel.
Sometimes fierceness is needed to defend ourselves or to help defend others for whom we
are responsible. In the relative world of the ego, learning to stand up for oneself and others
is a vital part of declaring who we are and what we stand for. If we cannot do that, we are
liable to be ignored or run over. Much harm has been done here, especially to women who
have historically been trained to step back and let others stand in the limelight. It is the mark
of the dying patriarchy in the Western world that so many women are excelling in all fields.
Fierceness has always played a part in spiritual training, whether it is through the shout of
the Zen master or the meditation practice of the many wrathful figures made famous in
Tibetan Buddhism. They are designed to wake us up, though sadly, they have often been
misused or misunderstood.
Authenticity must be a part of spiritual unfoldment. The first and most important step is to turn
fierceness towards our own hindrance patterns, once we have identified them. Rigorous
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self-examination and selfhonesty should form part
of our continuing practice, for the hindrance
patterns (called kleshas
or nafs) grow back in ever
more subtle forms. When
we know that spiritual
practice refines our consciousness and our conduct, we sometimes need
fierce determination to
continue on a meditation
path that seems to have
no material gain and requires long hours away
from social interaction.
After committing to considerable personal work,
we begin to learn how
fierceness can be used
in our interaction with the
world. Taking a breath before speaking; learning to
not write to someone in
anger; these actions begin the journey. When we
can calm the turbulent
waters of our emotions
yet see that strong action
is required, we can begin
to correctly use fierceness
to help others. This cannot arise properly from
any state other than the
open heart. Finding our
way to correct someone

else needs to issue from
a deep aspiration to help
another or to protect another from harm. The heart
needs to be open and we
need to be vividly aware
of how interlinked we are
with others. Unless we can
do that, we should step
back and stay silent, for
there is a karmic cost to
strong words and actions
that may re-bound on us
and create more suffering.
Learning to understand
the force of the fire element can seem frightening, especially to those
who think the spiritual
path is all about sweetness and light and never
feeling anger again. Yet
we need to understand
this force that causes so
much carnage on this
planet.
Acknowledging our own
rage, frustration and dissatisfaction from the safety of the meditation seat is
both humbling and purifying. Doing this alone, without a teacher, counsellor
or a sangha to support
and encourage a person

is perilous. Self-destructiveness could be the result and is, most definitely,
not the point.
We need to experience
for ourselves that all things
are shifting, changing,
evolving and dissolving.
Negative emotions are
like dark clouds that obscure the sun and colour
all thoughts, words and
actions. When positive,
emotions are clouds that
contribute to a beautiful sunset. Growing this
wisdom mind can occur
alongside facing one’s
fierceness.
Forgiveness
for oneself and for others must be part of the
journey. That does not
mean condoning harmful
behaviour by oneself or
another. But it is the start
of the transcendent perspective, that all things
on heaven and earth are
transient and essentially
empty in their own nature.
copyright © 2014 by Lama Catherine Rathbun

Catherine Rathbun received her traditional teaching name, Lama Jetsun
Yeshe, from Ven. Karma Thinley Rinpoche, a lineage master of the Sakya
and Kagyu traditions of Tibetan Buddhism, in 2002. She taught meditation at
York University (1989 to 1997) and is the founding teacher at Friends of the
Heart, a meditation centre in Toronto. With a background in dance — she
was a member of the National Ballet Company of Canada from 1962 to
1963 — and a modern dance career in England (1967-69). She is the author
of Developing the World Mind and Clear Heart, Open Mind, and is currently
working on a new book called Waiting for Truffles: Meditations for Daily
www.friendsoftheheart.com.
Living. For more on Catherine, please visit www.friendsoftheheart.com.

WELLNESS

FROM TRAUMA
To Fierce Joy

T

his month, Parvati Magazine spoke with Marsha Therese Danzig, a yoga teacher and
intuitive healer who recently published a memoir entitled “Fierce Joy” about her journey
through bone cancer, amputation and kidney failure, to reclaiming joy.
Parvati Magazine: How has your experience with cancer informed your current approach
to wellness?
Marsha Therese Danzig: I was diagnosed with bone cancer when I was five years old. I remember very clearly deciding that the hospital was a dangerous place, full of grown-ups
who tried to tell me what to do, how to feel and to be. Somehow I knew that their fears
would cause me harm. I ran away often, generally fighting with every ounce of my little being to get those adults off of me because they were about to “hurt me”. The fierceness had
begun. I would choose what I let in to my being.
I was always a deeply spiritual child. I saw God everywhere. When I was given last rites, introduced to me as a very special first communion, I knew I was eating Jesus, so I would be
fine. In other words, I knew that the divine was infusing me and filling my cells with love and
healing. Now, as all the research is emerging on the profound connection between beliefs
and healing, I realize I was one very wise little girl. Not listening to the fears and opinions of
others has been one of my personal strengths.
I believe the body is the walking breath of God/Love, so everything that is not breathing
fully in one’s being needs waking up and re-aligning. I also believe that not all illness is misalignment with the divine. This has given me infinite space in the heart for the clients with
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whom I work as a healer,
medical intuitive and spiritual life coach. Everything
is sacred. Everything.
PMAG: What does fierceness mean to you in the
healing journey?
MTD: Fierceness to me is
an immovable commitment to my soul and its
worth, no matter what.
Fierceness, for me, is definitely warrior energy. It is
standing as a solid tree
in the midst of the swirling waves of uncertainty,
knowing that the roots are
deep and the branches
are wide. JOY is who we
all are. Fierceness is its
protector.
PMAG: What inspired you
to write “Fierce Joy”?
MTD: Fierce Joy came
about for two reasons.
First, I kept getting very
clear messages during
meditation to write and
tell my story, which would
heal many people from
any sense of separation
from God/Divine. Secondly, I decided to honor
what it has taken for me

to be here. It is important
to honor our suffering as
part of the sacred story,
rather than to skip over it
as so many in this modern
culture do.
PMAG: For those who are
struggling to find a sense
of fierceness, perhaps
due to past trauma, how
do you help them reconnect with it?
MTD: It starts with deeply
honoring the suffering
and trauma. Next, it is important to truly FEEL the
assault of trauma on the
system so the system can
process it. This step is so
important to the integration of a person toward
their own authentic fierce
joy. I offer a healing program called From Trauma
to Trust, which helps my
clients honor the “AUM“ in
their traumas, feel them,
integrate them and bring
them along for the rest of
their lives as the jewels in
the crown. I believe that
the greatest benefits of
honoring our traumas is
seeing the gifts and then
using the gifts to create
even more beauty in life.

A person who has worked
their trauma and trusts life
again is living in their fullest freedom and JOY. I
have experienced that
freedom so many times
I have lost count. I want
that freedom for my clients as well.
PMAG: What has been
the most inspiring thing
you have witnessed in
your healing work?
MTD: I feel that I am in a
timeless holy place when
I witness a client finally
lose their grip on their defenses. Their inner beauty
shines through and years
of holding on tight can
be dissolved. They finally
get to exhale completely.
I am so used to that happening that I can almost
count on it in my classes
and private sessions. This
happens because the
soul of a client knows he/
she is being seen and
held in their highest essence. There is recognition, mourning and consequent hope. Sat Nam.

Marsha Therese Danzig is a pioneer in the fields of yoga and wellness.
Marsha lost her leg in 1976 to Ewing’s sarcoma, and went on to become the
first below knee amputee in the US to become a yoga teacher. She is the
founder of Color Me Yoga for Children, Yoga for Amputees, and Pediatric
Yoga. She is the author of Fierce Joy, a memoir about choosing joy in the
face of suffering, as well as numerous other children’s books and yoga
products. She is a storyteller, healer and spiritual teacher whose mission is to
help people remember their freedom and heal their sense of separation.
For more information about Marsha, please visit fiercejoy.net,
colormeyoga.com, healingjoyandyoga.com, or yogaforamputees.com.

FITNESS

LASER FOCUS

I
“Bring
the fierceness
and conviction
to your mission
that a mother lion
would have.”

have been involved in some sort of physical
fitness my entire life. Basketball, track and field,
and dance were my go-to activities when I was
much younger. As time passed and life got busier, having kids and a spouse, fitness took a back
seat. After four years and popping out three
kids, I had enough mentally and physically of
not having fitness play a significant role in my life.
For several years, five days a week I would pack
up the kids in the van and we would head off to
the YMCA. The daycare was a lifesaver for me.
It gave me an opportunity to fiercely Kickbox,
Aquafit and Step myself into a new way of being
mentally, as well as physically.
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Without my daily morning workout, the rest of
the day just did not flow
so well. I was irritable with
the kids and I just plain
felt ripped off not having
the opportunity to sweat
out my junk and start
anew! Each and every
opportunity I had to work
out in a class or on my
own, became a journey
of joy, of determination.
A journey towards releasing the fat, and purging
my stress. I ignored the
exhaustion from lack
of sleep and pushed
through knowing that
each rep, each beat of
the music brought me towards a leaner, stronger
and healthier body. I was
on a mission and nothing was going to get in
my way. I had laser focus
and saw nothing else. I
dramatically changed
my eating, and my kids
also benefitted from this
new way of looking at
food and its role. It no
longer was consumed to
fill a grumbling in one’s
belly. Food was a pathway to clearer skin, more
energy, and vitality. Not
eating processed, sug-

ary junk meant my belly
was flatter, and my kids
had better moods overall, since they were not
crashing from a sugar
high. Yes, there were
heated conversations
with Grandparents about
how I was not open to
bringing home the jars
of jelly beans for the kids
to “snack” on daily. It
was just not an option I
was willing to explore in
my home. It did not support my mission of ideal
health, and was not happening on my watch.

brings when feeling her
cubs are in danger.
Drink in the richness of all
You are. Celebrate each
breath you take. Know
what you stand for. Allow nothing to shake you
from it. You are Love. You
are Joy. You are Beauty.
You are worthy and deserving of having it all.
Make it so.

Knowing your desired
outcome is key. Become
very clear on how you
want the look and feel
of your body and energy levels to be. Then
take action steps daily
to get there. Live in the
energy of it already being done. Eat as if you
already have your ideal
body. You love the look
and feel of it so much
you would never consume anything that did
not support its existence.
Bring the same fierceness
and conviction to your
mission that a mother lion

Sandra O’Brien is mother to the world’s three most fabulous children. She
is also a Law of Attraction Life Coach, Personal Trainer, yoga instructor,
published author and Reiki healer. Her work has been featured on CityLine
Television, and The Toronto Star. She is owner of Muskoka Hot Yoga,
and Muskoka Goddess, offering hot yoga, tabata bootcamps, personal
training and coaching. She created the Goddess Creation system, a
female fitness program to blowtorch body fat, sculpt sexy lean muscle and
empower women everywhere to be the best version of themselves, inside
and out. She enjoys dancing, reading, hiking in the forest, meditation.
For more information on Sandra, please visit www.muskokahotyoga.com.

NUTRITION

RISE AND SHINE
With Lemons

M

ost nutritionists (especially holistic nutritionists) include lemons in their daily practice.
For me, my day hasn’t started until I am sipping on a 1 litre mason jar filled with warm
water and freshly squeezed lemons. Lemons provide us with an abundance of nutritional
value and support.
10 Top Health Benefits of Lemons
1. Lemons are alkalizing for your body; when you eat or drink the juice of a lemon- the
‘acidic’ properties of the lemon enter your body, which stimulates a series of responses that
create a more alkaline balance in your digestive system. This also is helpful when it comes
to blood sugar regulation!
2. Lemons are a great source of Vitamin C; lemons are one of those fruits that are a fantastic natural source of vitamin C and the flavonoids that are excellent when it comes to
fighting flus and infections.
3. Lemons help to cleanse your bowels; Ingesting an acid (lemon juice, apple cider vinegar)
stimulates the release of Hydrochloric Acid into your stomach, which begins the process of
digestion, stimulates hormone release, ‘wakes up’ your organ systems and in summary- gets
things going. By stimulating these natural responses in your body, lemons help to support
and increase the bowel cleansing that takes place upon waking, leaving you feeling fresh,
light and ready for your day.
4. Lemons promote ‘gastric fire’ in Ayurvedic medicine; in Ayurveda, lemons and limes are
an important part of the daily regimen. Depending on your constitution (lemons for vata &
limes for pitta), the citrus fruits are vital in regards to creating healthy patterns for your body.
5. Lemons have been reported to have an abundance of anti-cancer properties (antioxidants); not only are lemons high in vitamin C, they also contain a list of antioxidants that
have been noted to aid in cancer prevention and cancer treatment .
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6. Lemons + Liver = Lovers;
Our livers LOVE lemons.
Lemons provide a number
of roles in relation to liver
support. Our livers tend
to house most of the toxins in our body- and lemons help to stimulate the
breakdown and release
of these. Also, lemons act
as a stimulant for the release of bile from the gallbladder - which begins
the process of breaking
down fat in the liver.
7. Lemons are anti-aging;
lemons supply a large
number of antioxidants
that are great for anti-aging, neutralizing the free
radicals that build up in
our bodies over time due
to toxic overload.
8. Lemons have powerful
anti-bacterial properties;
Due to their acidic nature
in general, lemons are
helpful in fighting bacteria. Moreover, studies
have found that the juice
of lemons destroys the
bacteria of malaria, cholera, diphtheria, typhoid
and other deadly diseases.

9. Lemons are a great
substitute for your morning ‘rise & shine’ drink, not
only because of their powerful citrus flavour & their
‘gastric-fire’ quality. When
combined with ginger
and/or cayenne, lemon
juice is a great substitute
for coffee/caffeine. Especially when you make it a
regular, daily habit, your
body’s ability to adapt to
this new pattern will help
to regulate all of your
body’s systems including
your digestive system and
your circadian rhythm
(sleeping / waking cycle).
10. Lemons are BEAUTIFUL
gifts from Mother Nature.
Need I say more?
I hope to have made a
convincing discussion today. Lemons are incredible for your body, mind
and spirit and you can’t
do yourself any harm (but
will do yourself a LOT OF
GOOD)- by introducing
lemons into your every
day.

This is how I do it:
1. Grab a glass (or a 1 litre
mason jar)
2. Take 1 organic lemon,
wash (if need be), cut it
in half, and squeeze both
halves into the glass/mason jar
3. Fill the glass half way
with room temperature
water (filtered, if you can)
and half way with boiled
water
4. Do a few morning
stretches, take a seat, put
on some beautifully relaxing/morning music
5. If you are feeling really
adventurous- juice some
fresh ginger and/or turmeric &/or add a sprinkle
of cayenne to your water.
6. Enjoy and repeat, daily.
Originally posted at
Chloe’s Countertop

Chloe Elgar, founder of Chloe’s Countertop, is a Holistic Nutritionist, Natural
Jacquie Robertson, RNCP, ROHP, is a Certified Nutritionist practicing clinical
Food Entrepreneur (Certified Nutritional Practitioner) and a passionate
nutrition, specializing in hormone imbalance, PMS, digestive health and
writer. Chloe leads clients on a journey to rediscover conscious self-love
depression. Her mission is to educate, empower and inspire women to
through a happy, healthy and healing relationship with food. Chloe
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CUTTING THROUGH
Spiritual Materialism
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f you are looking for a spiritual practice to take you
higher and higher into bliss
so that you can bypass
things in your life or yourself that you do not like,
be warned: this month’s
featured book may pop
the bliss bubble. It may
challenge you to look at
what you are hoping to
gain from your meditation
practice, and what you
are willing to surrender
in order to reach the attainment you aspire to. If
you wish for your spiritual
life to remain comfortable and unchallenged,
you may not want to
read this book. But if you
feel a genuine thirst to go
beyond the ego and become a boddhisattva,
fully enlightened and fully
surrendered to serving the
world, this book could be
a dear friend.
Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche
was an occasionally controversial teacher seen by many
in the Tibetan Buddhist tradition as embodying “crazy
wisdom”. It’s said that only
one enlightened person
can recognize another
enlightened person. Be-

ing far from enlightened, I
am in no position to comment on Trungpa’s level
of attainment or his actions. But what I find in the
writing of those considered to be enlightened
masters is a clarity that
leaves nothing for the
ego to hang on to. So it is
with Trungpa Rinpoche’s
“Cutting Through Spiritual Materialism”. Reading
such books is to engage
with spaciousness, vibrant
and alive yet at the same
time devoid of solid form
for the ego to grasp and
name.
Spiritual materialism, as
Trungpa explains, is a pitfall on the spiritual path
in which one becomes
attached to the form of
their practice, and their
identity as a practitioner,
instead of being willing to
completely surrender. It is
a subtle way in which the
ego can hide and grow
instead of being eradicated. Trungpa reminds
us of the importance of
openness and dropping
the mental structures of
self-projection. He notes,
“Eventually we must give

up trying to be something
special.” The boddhisattva way is made possible
by compassion, generosity and openness, without
trying to prove anything.
Trungpa also discusses the
formation of the ego and
the skandhas, the five aggregates of the sentient
being, in a manner that
is informative and understandable without feeding an acquisitive egoic
search for more knowledge. He warns against
accumulating too many
teachings without deeply
imbibing them.
The teachings shared in
this book cut through the
egoic projections of spiritual materialism, upsetting
the apple carts of comfortable assumptions. It is
not for nothing that the
symbol on the cover of
the book is the dorje (in
Sanskrit, vajra, meaning
thunderbolt or diamond).
This book can be a thunderbolt to shake the
reader loose from their attachments. Highly recommended.

Pranada Devi is a communications professional living in Toronto, Canada.
She is the Managing Editor of Parvati Magazine, and serves as an advisor
on marketing communications for Parvati’s various projects. Recently, she
edited Parvati’s new book “Confessions of a Former Yoga Junkie”, which is
has gone on to sell out its first two printing runs.
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f you’re looking for the
edgy humor of “Shaun of
the Dead” in Nick Frost’s
recent appearance “Cuban Fury”, you won’t find
it. Cuban Fury is a little
gentler and safer - but
for all that, it taps into a
universal theme of finding one’s inner fire when
it seems as though the
world wants to put it out.
Here, Nick Frost plays
Bruce Garrett, who was
a salsa dancing prodigy
in his childhood until a
bullying incident led him
to hang up the sequined
shirts for good. 20 years
later, he is a shy and overweight mechanical engineer, the butt of jokes by
his entirely unredeemable
co-worker Drew. Drew
(Chris O’Dowd) is a sneering wannabe alpha male
who expects to get any
woman he’s interested in.
When Bruce and Drew’s
new boss (Rashida Jones)
arrives on the scene, she
attracts the attention of
both Bruce, who has a
number of haphazard but
sweet encounters with
her, and Drew, who fig-

ures Bruce is just there as
a foil to make him look
good. When it turns out
that she dances salsa
as well, that’s enough to
make Bruce finally decide
to go back for some salsa dancing lessons with
his old mentor (Ian McShane). He’s in for some
humbling in the dance
studio before he starts to
get his moves back.
From here, the conclusion of the movie is not
too hard to predict. What
makes this movie worth
watching is Bruce’s journey as he has to find the
courage to get back to
what he loved, the humility to be a beginner
again, and the fierceness
to dance wholeheartedly
without fear of disapproval or rejection. (Okay, and
the epic salsa dance fight
scene between Bruce
and Drew is fun too!)

brief cameo by Frost’s
partner from “Shaun of
the Dead”, Simon Pegg.
The movie itself takes
few risks, through it is refreshing to see a leading
character with a different body type being successful in wooing a more
conventionally attractive
woman. But the message
you can take away from
the movie is to be fierce
and take risks, and don’t
let opposition or judgment stop you from doing
what’s in your heart.

Kayvan Novak delivers
a hilarious performance
in the wacky-instigatorfriend role who helps
Bruce shed the engineer
look for something more
flashy. Also watch for a

Pranada Devi is a communications professional living in Toronto, Canada.
She is the Managing Editor of Parvati Magazine, and serves as an advisor
on marketing communications for Parvati’s various projects. Recently, she
edited Parvati’s new book “Confessions of a Former Yoga Junkie”, which is
has gone on to sell out its first two printing runs.
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unk originated in the
mid 1960s and brought
with it a fierceness that did
not exist in R&B, Soul and
Jazz music prior. Instead of
focusing on melodies and
harmonies that were the
signature of Motown and
other labels, Funk focused
on complex grooves with
rhythm instruments such
as electric guitar, electric
bass, organ and drums
playing rhythms that were
tight and connected like
a interlocking brick driveway.
One could say that Rock
n Roll had a fierceness,
which it did, but within
a couple of years its fire
dimmed and was taken
over by crooners, “pretty
boys” and safe and predictable harmonies.
Interestingly James Brown,
one of the founding fathers of Funk was inspired
by artists like Little Richard
who to me was the fiercest of the Rock n Roll artists. Gay and black in a
time where being either
could get you killed did
not phase him. Where
most would hide and play

it small, he embraced his
potency and shone. In
fact, he shone so bright
that his light blinded
people. Not only did he
come out with fierce blazing light, he got most of
America to sing along as
he screamed Tutti Frutti.
This fierceness inspired
James Brown. James
Brown had the same manager and the same backing band as Little Richard.
When Little Richard had
a hit with Tutti Frutti, he
went to LA, leaving weeks
of southern tour dates
open. James saw an opportunity in this and went
as Little Richard. Rumour
has it that one crowd in
Alabama called him out
as an imposter, whereupon Brown apparently
rose to the challenge, doing backflips around the
stage until they no longer
cared.

On Up. If you are not familiar with James Brown
this soundtrack is a great
compilation covering the
big hits and some great
live tracks like “Please,
Please, Please”. The album also has a single
called Caledonia, which
if I am not mistaken has
not appeared on any
other record other than a
7” 45 RPM.
James Brown led the
path for some other fierce
Funksters such as George
Clinton and Prince. What
I love about funk is that
while the rest of Rock n’
Roll focused on the backbeat, Funk focuses on the
downbeat. When you
bring something in that
root it is almost as fierce
and gentle as Mother
Earth herself.

There is a lot of buzz about
James Brown this month
with a new biopic and
accompanying
soundtrack. I haven’t seen the
film yet, but I do love the
record. It’s called Get

Since 1994, Rishi Gerald, founder and CEO of RishiVision and
entrepreneurial coach, has empowered thousands of businesses.
Rishi has an MBA in marketing and entrepreneurial studies and a BBA
in accounting. He has spent nearly twenty years coaching, consulting,
managing and supporting thousands of businesses from new startups
to active global leaders.
For more information on Rishi, please visit www.rishivision.com.
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KALI CLOTHING
Be a Fierce Trendsetter

T

his month, Parvati Magazine spoke with Caterina Mazzotta, the founder of Toronto- and
Chicago-based eco-fashion line Kali Clothing.

Parvati Magazine: What led you to found Kali Clothing and why the name?
Caterina Mazzotta: Growing up I could never find anything I liked while shopping in stores
so I sewed a majority of my wardrobe. I earned a BA in Environmental Politics from York
University in Toronto while continuing to sew and one day I realized I could fuse my two
passions together - sustainability and fashion. I searched for more sustainable textiles to use
while getting rid of the sweatshop items in my wardrobe. Soon enough, I was beginning
to receive a lot of compliments from friends and peers at school and was hired to make
custom outfits. It was then I realized that there were more people who shared similar beliefs,
so in 2007 I started Kali around the concept of adding some of my favorite wardrobe classics in eco-friendly fabrics each season. During this time I was reading a lot about eastern
religions and was inspired by the Hindu Mother Goddess named Kali. Often misunderstood
as a symbol of death and destruction, Kali embodies change through the transformation of
negative energies into creative and positive ones.
PMAG: What materials do you like to use and what are their benefits?
CM: Each new collection from Kali is produced using sustainable materials such as Tencel®
(Lyocell), Rayon from Bamboo, Hemp, Organic Cotton, Mud Silk, Modal® and Recycled
Polyester. My favorite materials to use this season have been Organic Cotton, Rayon from
Bamboo and Hemp. Organic Cotton is not only soft and comfortable to wear but also great
for the environment. It is grown without the use of synthetic fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides,
insecticides or defoliants. Rayon from bamboo is highly water-absorbent and soft to touch.
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This creates the ability for
easy wicking and is comfortable against the skin,
leaving you cooler and
drier than synthetics or
cotton. The bamboo plant
itself grows quickly without
needing pesticides and
herbicides. Hemp is my favorite for more structured
items like skirts and pants.
Hemp is one of the easiest
fibers to cultivate since it
requires no pesticides or
herbicides and little irrigation. It grows very quickly
and produces a textile
that is strong, lustrous and
mildew-resistant.
PMAG: What are a few
items you’re most excited
about in your latest collection?
CM: I’ve been really excited about the Multi-Way
Maxi Dress made from
Rayon from Bamboo and
Organic Cotton and produced in Chicago, IL with
fair trade and sweat-free
labor. You can wear this
Maxi three different ways
– you can fold the white
top in half for a high-waist
dress and unfold it for a
floor length, drop-waist

sexy maxi dress, and with
a quick fold this strapless
maxi dress can become a
skirt. Multi-way and multipurpose – this timeless and
chic Maxi will take you
from running errands to a
summer BBQ with no effort! With the scraps from
the Maxi Dresses I’ll be
making circle scarves for
fall that will be up on my
Etsy shop in a few weeks.
The new Vintage Floral
Fringe Kimonos are exciting because I’ve found
the perfect fabric trifecta:
floral, textured and sheer!
I’ve been working with
vintage fabric for a few
years, and this year I have
enough fabric for about
a dozen of these Floral
Kimonos, so once they
are sold out they will be
gone forever! I love bringing new life to old fabrics
that I find. It’s been a perfect topper for summer
and an amazing layering
piece that will take you
through to fall.
I’m also super excited
about the Kali Gypsy Envelope Clutches made
with 100% cotton fabric,
printed and fabricated

in USA. I hand sew everything from my studio in
Chicago with love and
care. I’m looking forward
to creating more unique
accessories to add to the
collection in the next few
seasons.
PMAG: How can fierceness help designers and
consumers make fashion
more sustainable?
CM: I believe fierceness
can help designers and
consumers make fashion
more sustainable by aiming to be trendsetters who
don’t care about following the trends or the status quo – that’s fierce. It’s
about knowing who you
are and not compromising your beliefs. Like Mahatma Gandhi, it’s about
making choices in order
to truly be the change
you want to see – whether
it’s creating a sustainable
alternative or by voting
with your dollar for brands
that make a difference.
Fierceness is about standing for what you believe
in – sustainability and individuality.

Caterina Mazzotto, founder of Kali Clothing, has been creating unique
designs for women and men using sustainable fabrics since 2006. Caterina
began designing clothing for herself as a teenager, and first developed
custom outfits in sustainable fabrics for others while completing her BA
in Environmental Politics and Culture at York University in Toronto. Each
collection from Kali Clothing is produced using sustainable materials, and
designed and manufactured in Toronto, ON and Chicago, IL through
investing in local communities.
For more information about Caterina, please visit kaliclothing.com.

BEAUTY

FEEL FIERCE
In Your Skin

S
“Acne
is often
aggravated
by
body heat
and sweat.”

ummer is still here and we’re not finished with
our warm weather wardrobe! Unfortunately,
problems like back blemishes and stretch marks
can make us a little bashful about baring our body
skin. No fear! Here are some easy, chemical-free
fixes that will have your birthday suit looking and
feeling great for a season of fun in the sun. While
the ultimate key to sexiness is confidence in your
own skin, sometimes a few healthy skincare solutions can help that journey along.
I personally struggled with bad acne for over a
decade and know that despite the most empowering mantras, these little bumps can do a
number on your self-esteem. Body blemishes like
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bacne (back acne) are
no exception and some
find the summertime particularly daunting for this
reason. Not only because
it’s a season of skimpier
threads but also because
bacne (and chacne,
chest acne) is often aggravated by body heat
and sweat. Unremoved
sweat on the skin can lead
to breakouts, which is impossible to avoid when
showers aren’t handy. Solution? Pack an anti-bacterial floral water mist and
spritz your body down as
needed. Be sure to use a
pure hydrosol (plant water) that does not contain
alcohol. You want to purify your skin without dehydrating and irritating it.
Some personal favorites
include: organic Peppermint and Immortelle (aka
Helichryse) hydrosols.
Bumpy Arms, technically
known as “Keratosis Pilaris” but endearingly called
“Chicken Skin,” are red
bumps found on our upper arms that can make
many clients shy about
going sleeveless. Make
long sleeves an after-

thought by applying an
oil-rich cream religiously.
Keratosis Pilaris is aggravated by dryness and irritation of the hair follicles
so is best treated by nourishing and soothing skin.
Look for heavy moisturizers containing calming ingredients such as Camellia oil, Chamomile and
Aloe Vera.
Dry patches that show up
on our shins and forearms
can be an unwanted reminder of a winter past.
Sometimes skin tissue can
become so dehydrated
that it takes on a snakelike appearance that just
begs to be shed. Simply
moisturizing is not enough
to remove these scaly
patches. Instead, rehydration must be done in
combination with intense
exfoliation. A way to do
this is by daily dry brushing. Before your morning
shower, use your dry brush
in circular motions moving towards the heart to
slough away stubborn skin
build up. Not only does
this remove dead cells,
it also increases blood
flow and prevents water-

retention, reducing the
appearance of cellulite:
Double score!
If you’re planning some
cottage sun-bathing before you close it up for
the fall, being ingrownfree prevents red pustules
that can show up in your
intimate areas. Caused
by dead skin buildup,
ingrown hairs appear
when our hair follicles are
blocked and covered,
causing hair to grow inwards. This is why they
most often appear in our
body’s folds such as the
bikini and underarm regions. Not only can this
lead to inflammation and
infection but they can
also be painful! Apply an
oil or lotion meticulously
to ingrown-prone areas
both morning and night
for sexy, smooth ingrownfree skin. Make sure you
use a petrolatum-free
product as petro-ingredients (often labelled as
“mineral oil”) have been
found to be common
pore-clogging irritants as
well as possible carcinogens.

Kristen Ma is the co-owner of Pure + Simple Inc., a group of Holistic Spas with
its own line of Natural Skincare and Mineral Make-up. She is an Ayurvedic
Practitioner who has studied in Canada, the United States and India. She
is also a Certified Esthetician with eight years of practical experience,
having worked in Canada as well as Australia. Most recently, Kristen has
authored “Beauty: Pure + Simple” which was published by Mc Arthur
and Company.  Kristen has written on the subject of Holistic Beauty for
Vitality Magazine, Blink and Jasmine. She is also a regular contributor to B
Magazine, Tonic and Sweat Equity Magazine.
For more information on Kristen, please visit www.holisticvanity.ca.
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FIERCE NYC
Leadership and Power

T

his month, Parvati Magazine speaks with Ana Conner and Karen Hall, two youth activists
with FIERCE NYC, a grassroots organization for LGBTQ youth of colour.

Parvati Magazine: How was FIERCE founded and what is the significance of the name?
Ana Conner: Three major factors played a significant role: the hyper-policing happening
throughout NYC, the gentrification of the West Village, and the impact that those factors
had on queer and trans youth, especially youth of color. There was a rise in police brutality
during that time, and when Amadou Diallo, a 22-year-old Guinean immigrant, was shot 41
times by the NYPD, the city’s Black and Latino communities were outraged. Many of the
founders of FIERCE took to the streets, and were politicized by this moment. Parallel to this
was the policing and gentrification happening in the West Village and Christopher Street
Piers, where the founding members of FIERCE, as well as other queer and trans youth of
color, [had] found community, family, and work. Being policed throughout the city, and
pushed out of one of the only historically queer spaces in NYC, the founders decided that
enough was enough, and created FIERCE in 2000 to build the leadership and power of LGBTQ youth of color in NYC. The name stands for Fabulous, Independent, Educated Radicals
for Community Empowerment—we’re FIERCE!
PMAG: What does fierceness mean to you?
Karen Hall: It means being ALL of myself and being in love with me and all of my identities,
which wouldn’t have been possible without FIERCE. FIERCE helped me see that I always had
the beauty I’d dreamed of but couldn’t see because of my internalized racism and other
internalized oppression. Being a fierce person means that despite having an awful day or
year, I know I’m still fabulous and a valuable person that is worth loving. I refuse to be silent
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in a heteronormative/racist world, and will take up
space and use my voice.
PMAG: What is the most inspiring experience you’ve
had through FIERCE?
Karen: A few months
ago, two FIERCE members and I co-organized
a Midwest Regional Convening through FIERCE’s
National Program. The
convening was for queer
youth of color to talk
about the issues impacting their lives and strategies for change. We coorganized the convening
with queer youth leaders
in the Mid-West. For many
months all of our meetings
happened through online platforms like Google
Hangouts. We’d never
met face-to-face until the
day before the convening. When we saw each
other for the first time in
person, we ran to one
another and screamed,
gave each other big
hugs, jumped into each
other’s arms and couldn’t
stop making jokes for the
rest of the night. We were
from many different plac-

es, yet had so much in
common, and had deep
care, love and appreciation for one another. Because of FIERCE’s national program, I can travel to
anywhere in the country
and know that there is
someone there who really
wants to hang out with
me and values me as a
full person.
PMAG: What work are you
most proud of?
Karen: I’m most proud of
our Education for Liberation Project (ELP). ELP is
like a school that creates
social justice leaders by
teaching LGBTQ youth
of color about systems
of oppression, important
LGBTQ history, and how
to change the world
around us. The bonds I’ve
built with the people that
come to FIERCE through
ELP have been amazing.
Also I am incredibly proud
of this program because
there isn’t another one
that’s like it in New York.
PMAG: What are some of
the challenges you face
as an organization and

what are you doing about
them, or what could others be doing to help?
Ana: As young, queer,
people of color, we live at
the intersection of many
oppressed identities. One
challenge is being able
to maintain our long-term
campaign work that creates access to safe public space, while also acknowledging our youth
leaders experience economic hardship and housing instability, harassment
and violence, as well
as mental and physical
health issues. One way
we are balancing our
day-to-day hardships, as
well as maintaining sustained leadership within
our campaign work, is by
having a Health and Wellness Program that builds
our resiliency. To learn
more about our work and
how to support us, visit
our website fiercenyc.
org and consider making a donation that goes
directly to building the
leadership and power of
LGBTQ Youth of Color!

Ana Conner is an organizer and activist in NYC who thrives
on community empowerment and resilience. Ana has
been an active member at FIERCE for the past four years,
and has taken up leadership in the National Program as a
2012-2013 fellow.
Karen Hall is a queer, youth, afro-Dominican, gender fluid,
drag king, body positive, sex positive, poly, artist, opera
singer and a community organizer of color who’s been an
active member of FIERCE for more than three years but
has been organizing since she was 14.

BUSINESS

LEAD LIKE A LION
Not A Mouse

T

he thing about business is that you are always tested about knowing yourself, knowing
your own inherent value, learning to not take things personally, to see our set backs and
even our failures as opportunities.
Many people who start their own business put their value on external factors, such as
seeking validation in the form of other people’s praise. Putting one’s own sense of value
in another person’s hands is essentially giving away our own potency; it’s the difference
between acting like a mouse and acting like a lion.
A business cannot run when being led by a mouse. It needs a lion heart to truly be successful. For example, I have a friend that started a cranial healing practice. This person
spent a lot of time getting accredited and put an equal amount of time into making a
sales presentation program. This person then proceeded to build a client base and made
a sales pitch to a hospital. The hospital said no and the clients weren’t coming through
the door as quickly as hoped for. This rejection was enough to make this person make the
decision that there was not a support system for her business, and she closed up shop. She
is not alone in this type of thinking. Statistically, three out of four startups fail within the first
three years. Many fail because they place their own value on external factors and react
to their external environment like mice rather than lions.
When I talk about being fierce business, people often mistake fierceness for aggressiveness and associate fierce business practice with hostile takeovers. Being fierce in business

BUSINESS
is not about being the
biggest, baddest and
most ferocious business
out there. It is about
knowing your own sense
of value. Knowing your
own sense of worth even
when your external environment may trying to tell
you something different.
Does this mean that mice
can’t become lions?
Absolutely not. As soon as
you know your own self
worth, and root yourself in
that knowing no external
stimuli can change that
and then the mouse becomes a lion. Lets look at
the world’s most famous
mouse to illustrate when
a mouse becomes a lion.
A newspaper editor fired
Walt Disney because “he
lacked imagination and
had no good ideas”.
Could you imagine if he
believed this editor? This
was just the beginning of
a string of failures for Walt
Disney. In 1921, Disney
formed his first animation
company, which failed,
and rumour has it that he
was so broke he could
not pay his rent and was
eating dog food.

When he had the idea
for Disneyland, numerous investors turned him
down and when he first
tried to get MGM studios to distribute Mickey
Mouse in 1927, he was
told that the idea would
never work.

for Apple and its investors. This fierce knowing
of your own value combined with the alignment
to one’s truest joy afforded Jobs the perfect
environment to became
one of the richest men in
the world.

According to the biography on Steve Jobs, he
was a college dropout,
he was told he was a
lousy tech executive and
an unsuccessful businessman, and was fired from
the company he started.
At a Stanford University
commencement speech
in 2005, Jobs said, “It
turned out that getting
fired from Apple was the
best thing that could
have ever happened
to me. The heaviness of
being successful was replaced by the lightness of
being a beginner again,
less sure about everything. It freed me to enter
one of the most creative
periods of my life.”

From what I understand
both Steve Jobs and Walt
Disney were extremely
kind, considerate, generous and compassionate
men. Yet they were fierce
in knowing themselves.
They were lions, not mice.
So I encourage you to
see the ways in which
you place your self-worth
in external factors. Let’s
face it - most of us do
this. Ask yourself, is this
truly who I am? If the
answer (that usually arises
from the gut) is no, then
I encourage you to remember that fierceness
has nothing to do with
aggression. With that understanding, stand firmly
in the knowing of your
own inherent value, take
up that space and roar
with the fierceness that
you are.

During that period Steve
Jobs created the iPod, iPhone and iPad products
that have made fortunes

Since 1994, Rishi Deva, founder and CEO of RishiVision and entrepreneurial
coach, has empowered thousands of businesses.
Rishi has an MBA in marketing and entrepreneurial studies and a BBA
in accounting. He has spent nearly twenty years coaching, consulting,
managing and supporting thousands of businesses from new startups
to active global leaders.
For more information on Rishi, please visit www.rishivision.com.
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Thank you for reading the September 2014 edition of
PARVATI MAGAZINE.
When we choose fierce commitment to living our true,
divine nature, we no longer wish to engage in thoughts
and activities that hold us back. Self-sabotage and tired
old habits lose their appeal. A life of fierce commitment to
awakening may feel daunting, or even impossible at times.
There is no race, no pressure and no push for fierceness in
our lives. Feeling such would only come from self-judgment
stemming from lack of self-love. Fierceness arises naturally
as we move along the spiritual path. It may show its face
to us many times before it becomes so present that we no
longer wish to resist it.
As we live in the open and compassionate nature of true
fierceness, surrendering the egoic sense of “me” being in
control, we find that the consciousness beyond our separate sense of self is powerfully luminous and profoundly
compassionate. In this, we come to understand that we
are lose nothing in letting go of our small self, but gain an
infinite sense of expansion, self-love, and connectedness
with all things.
May love spark your fierce inner light so that you shine
brightly and serve the world.
Love yourself.
Love others.
Love our world.
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